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Amsterdam
SWEETS hotel has magically transformed disused canal bridge-operator 
cabins across the Dutch city into unique suites for two. Scattered around the 
capital, each quirky space occupies its own prime location – open your 
curtains to boats bobbing by and bicycles whizzing along adjacent towpaths. 

These so-called ‘bridge houses’ don’t have kitchens, but they do come with 
mini fridges, teapots and coffee machines, and you can order a typically 
Dutch breakfast box of boiled eggs, fruit, bread rolls and fresh orange juice to 
be delivered to your doorstep each morning. Use the bespoke in-room tablet 
to pick a restaurant for dinner from the excellent local area guide. From €140, 
plus €35 for a two-person breakfast box; sweetshotel.amsterdam

Lisbon
There are only six bedrooms at Santa Clara 1728. This beautifully restored 18th-century 
palace is perched on one of the capital’s seven hills, which means you can wake up to 
views over the National Pantheon and the Tagus river before enjoying a Portuguese 
breakfast served at a long oak dining table.

Return in time for tea at 5pm (try the traditional orange cake) and then retire for a soak in  
a vast, free-standing limestone bathtub. Last year the owners also launched restaurant Ceia 
(meaning supper) by acclaimed Portuguese chef Pedro Pena Bastos. Up to 15 courses are 
available from Wednesdays to Saturdays. Doubles from €400, b&b, with dinner at Ceia 
€100 pp; silentliving.pt

Paris 
Arrive at Anran Apartments through a leafy courtyard to 
discover a chic retreat on the ground and first floors of the 
building (they’re connected via a spiral staircase), complete 
with a proper chef’s kitchen with gas stove and copper pans. 

Hide away in this one-bedroom bolthole in the fashionable 
Marais district (a former printworkers’ atelier) or bring a 
basket and head out to do some French grocery shopping. 
Explore the nearby markets – on Place de Bastille (Thursday 
and Sunday) and Les Enfants Rouges, the latter beloved  
of the city’s bobos or ‘bourgeois bohemians’ (Tuesday-
Saturday) – before returning to your apartment to cook  
up a Gallic feast. From €261; anran.co.uk/paris

Three romantic European retreats for foodies
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